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a b s t r a c t

We present an interactive system called ArchiDNA for creating 2D and 3D conceptual drawings in
architectural design. We developed a novel principle of shape generation called match-and-attach by
analyzing drawing styles of a contemporary architect, Peter Eisenman. The process consists of user
interaction techniques and a set of rules that decide how one ormore shapes attach to another shape. One
key ingredient of our process is a unique concept for the interactive semi-automatic shape generation that
uses the combination of algorithmic rules of a computer and designers’ manual inputs. These techniques
enable designers to use CAD software in the early stages of architectural designs to explore conceptual
building forms. ArchiDNA dynamically responds to drawing inputs, configures 2D shapes, and converts
them to 3D shapes in a similar style. We intend to complement existing CAD software and computational
drawing pipelines for intuitive 2D and 3D conceptual drawing creation.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Architectural designers draw shapes during the conceptual
design process to explore possible forms for the building they
have in mind. The shapes they draw derive from various sources:
geometry, previous design precedents, or even visual analogies [4].
Through continued sketching and refinement, designers explore
variations of these shapes and ideas and develop them further.
They continue to draw experimentally with shapes and variations
until they recognize that the forms they have depicted are a
promising basis for further design development.
Herbert argues that study drawing is a medium for designers to

find formal design ideas [16]. Unlike final plan drawings with de-
tails and specifications, study drawings emphasize graphic ambi-
guity, which potentially enables a new unintended interpretation
in many different ways [35]. Thus, this kind of drawing is useful
for designers to explore a building form in the conceptual design
process. The ambiguity of drawing may be obtained with irregu-
lar overlays of various colors, in shapes, spaces, lines, or in images
with any specified degree of irregularity [12].
Today designers use software not only to represent the final

product but also to explore a conceptual formduring the schematic
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phase of design [23]. Different from a final drawing, the main
purpose of a conceptual CAD drawing is to iteratively represent
and develop a visual idea with geometric ambiguity until a
suitable form is found. Current CAD systems provide a variety
of useful drawing functionalities ranging from simple line or
curve drawing to highly specialized shape editing tools. Still, it is
time-consuming and labor-intensive to produce many alternative
conceptual drawings. This is why many designers use a computer
only to represent a final product, but not in the early and creative
phases of design.
To overcome this limitation, many rule-based implementations

have been proposed to automatically generate drawings using
the power of algorithmic generation. The common goal of these
systems is to first describe a class of forms to be generated with
a set of rules, and then generate drawings based on these rules.
In this context, the use of styles has also emerged as an attractive
design research. Various approaches have attempted to codify a
characterized style from a given drawing with a set of rules, and
produce new drawings in a similar style [5,20]. Although they
provide outstanding results, there is still a difference between
the computational drawing process and the conventional drawing
process. Therefore, many designers forgo using software evenwith
its potential advantages in shape exploration.
Now that sophisticated CAD systems exist with advanced

display technologies, we would like to make the computer a more
creative partner in the conceptual design process. We propose
that two key ingredients for such drawing tools are interactive
drawing process and shape generation rules. For instance, a system
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to generate a conceptual drawing should dynamically respond
to drawing inputs of designers with algorithmic rules, and also
it should provide meaningful, rather than random alternatives.
Thus, designers can be encouraged to use their drawing skills, and
maximize a chance to generate forms that fit their ultimate design
goals.
This paper investigates how a certain style can be codified

into a drawing process, and how the process can be embedded
into an interactive graphic system that can serve in the early
stages of architectural design. As such, our work offers two main
contributions.
First, we propose a unique semi-automatic shape generation

process called match-and-attach. The process enables designers
to create 2D and 3D conceptual drawings that exhibit defined
stylistic properties.We beganwith the drawings of thewell known
architect Peter Eisenman. Through an analysis of Eisenman’s
design style, we derived a series of steps combining user
interactions and shape replacement rules within a generative
design framework. Using match-and-attach, designers can quickly
generate Eisenman-like drawings.
Second, we explored the general use of match-and-attach in

early stages of architectural design. To this end, we developed
an interactive system, called ArchiDNA that provides an intuitive
conceptual design environment with full control of match-and-
attach. Defining their own styles or modifying other styles,
designers in ArchiDNA can explore variations that may assist
the designer’s creativity as they search for new forms. In
particular, ArchiDNA leverages the use of conventional drawing
skills (e.g., making line or curve drawings using a mouse, and
freehand sketch drawing using a digital pen) in an integrated
graphical user interface.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes

related work, introducing examples of style analysis of drawings
and various shape generation systems. Sections 3 and 4 present
the main contributions of the paper, shape generation process and
ArchiDNA software respectively. Example drawings created using
ArchiDNA can be found in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper
with discussions and reflection.

2. Related work

2.1. Analysis of design style

Style is a kind of design knowledge that characterizes a
particular design artifact or a group of design works [30]. In
particular, style in drawings can be described as consisting of
certain perceived shape elements and structures to compose those
elements [2,13]. To describe styles formally, Stiny introduced the
idea of shape grammar [33], which specifies a set of rules that each
replace one shape or part of a shape in a drawing with another.
This simple substitution is the basic element of a grammar; Stiny
showed that a collection of carefully designed replacement rules
can describe a certain style. Work on shape grammar and its
computer implementations has analyzed various drawing styles
and showed how to generate new instances of existing styles from
simple 2D drawings to complex building designs [21].
For example, Stiny’s Ice-ray grammar [32] describes and

generates instances of Chinese lattice design. It captures the
compositional principle of lattice design as a set of rules. The ice-
ray grammar generates various patterns. Four rules were defined
through an analysis of Chinesewindowgrilles: One rule subdivides
a shape by inserting a straight line across a rectangle. Another
divides the rectangle into two trapezoids; a third divides the
lower trapezoid further into two trapezoids. Finally a fourth rule
splits the upper pentagon into a triangle and a pentagon. These
subdivisions are applied recursively to generate a Chinese lattice
pattern.
In an architectural example, Stiny and Mitchell defined a series

of rules for buildings designed by the sixteenth-century architect
Andrea Palladio [27,34]. The rules describe the generation of
architectural plans that consist of walls, spaces, windows, and
entrances. The rules start fromdefining a single point,which shows
the location of the plan on a site. A rectangular grid structures the
initial layout and controls all subsequent stages of plan generation.
Based on the grid structure, external walls and rectangular spaces
are generated to form rooms in the plan. The principal entrances
and columns are then addedwithwindows and doors inserted into
the walls to complete the plan.
In a similar fashion, Koning and Eizenberg developed a set of

rules for a Frank Lloyd Wright prairie house style [24]. The rules
extend one 3D object by attaching another object to the right side
of the existing object. The composition of a house is completed
with semantically named zones such as living and service areas,
and porches and bedrooms. Rules also add terraces, a basement,
and a second story, and complete the generation of the prairie
house by adding a roof and a chimney.
Flemming studied the architectural characteristics of Queen

Anne houses and proposed a set of separate grammars for the
generation of building plans [10]. Based on Flemming’s style
analysis, Heisserman implemented theGenesis system,which uses
a boundary solid grammar to model Queen Anne style houses [15].
Flemming also defined rules that illustrate how building elements
can be placed in space to help students learn architectural
design [11]. Students used the rules, first, to understand existing
designs, and then, to develop a new design using the grammar.
Hersey and Freedman developed the PlanMaker system [17],

which, like Stiny and Mitchell’s work, generates possible Palladian
style building plans. They developed a unique split process that
divides a rectangle horizontally or vertically and then re-splits the
previously split rectangles. A split is controlled by three variables: a
split direction (horizontal, vertical, or both), number of rooms and
split ratio. The number of rooms determines howmany rooms will
be split; the ratio defines the proportions of the resulting room.
This simple split system generates horizontally symmetrical and
modular villa plans like Palladio’s. A user of PlanMaker chooses
the next split operation to be performed by clicking at a particular
place in the floorplan.

2.2. Shape grammar generation systems

A shape grammar is a computational abstraction: it is simply
a set of shape replacement rules. However, the replacement rules
can be executed by a program that generates and displays the
results graphically. For example, a program (like Heisserman’s
Genesis) can be written to exhaustively generate drawings
according to the grammar; or to randomly generate drawings; or to
generate and select drawings by some criteria. Shape replacement
rules can also be executed one by one, under the user’s control,
as part of an interactive drawing editor. That is the approach we
follow here, in the ArchiDNA program.
Tapia’s GEdit [36], a two-dimensional shape interpreter,

enables designers to draw shapes, and manipulate them to set
up substitution rules that define how one shape replaces another.
Wang’s 3D shaper [37] generates 3D drawings based on the rules
of shape grammar. Designers define a size, a type and labels of
shapes as well as the spatial arrangement between shapes by
typing numerical parameters in a dialogue. The program generates
3D forms.
Duarte proposed an interesting interactive system for ‘‘mass

customizing’’ housing based on a programming grammar and a
designing grammar [7]. The system first guides users to input
design information through a series of questions. Then the system
generates designs in the style of Siza’s Malagueira houses using a
set of pre-defined rules derived from an analysis of these buildings.
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2.3. Algorithmic shape generation

Another powerful approach is a programming-based system
that provides a symbolic language. Users can write (and debug)
formal descriptions of geometric objects, which are then rendered
visually by the program. Instead of using shape rules with visual
interpretation, designers can build 2D or 3D geometric forms
by writing simple scripts through symbolic interpretation. Even
though the process is different from conventional drawings, this
approach provides a drawing environment where designers can
understand the basic ideas of programming and algorithmic shape
generation within the context of drawing.
In the style-capturing spirit of shape grammars, but with a

different software approach, Kirsch and Kirsch analyzed the style
of Richard Diebenkorn’s paintings [18] and Miro’s Constellation
series paintings [19]. They identified the major shape components
of the paintings and developed a set of small programs, each of
which allows users to place and deform a shape in various ways
such as horizontal and vertical scaling, and rotating. The system is
implemented as an interactive editor, in which the user decides at
each step how to develop the painting design.
A more general system that does not try to capture the essence

of any particular style, but provides operations interactively
and enables a designer to construct a design from drawing
tools is Moustapha’s ICE (Interactive Configuration Explorer)
program [28]. ICE provides an interactive construction system that
uses regulators such as symmetry operators and affine transforms
as the operations in a form generation system. The designer builds
a drawing ormodel by sequentially performing operations, and can
dynamically change the parameters of any operation that has led
to the current state.
An early interactive graphical programming environment was

the Logo language [26]. With Logo, children create and manipu-
late shapes by typing a series of instructions or writing procedures.
Graphics are implemented using ‘‘turtle’’, or differential geome-
try [1]. The designer creates a drawing by directing themovements
of a screen ‘‘turtle’’ that draws a line wherever it goes. By em-
bedding drawing instructions in programs, the designer can create
families of parametric, or algorithmic, drawings.
In the wake of Logo, Design by Numbers [25] is an interactive

graphical programming environment that is intended as an
introduction to programming for graphic designers. To generate
images, the user controls the appearance of visual elements such
as dot, line, and field with simple procedural programming. The
interface enables a designer to write simple code to produce a
2D graphic image. Similarly, Processing [29] provides a sandbox
version of Java that enables beginning artists and designers to
write code to generate interactive images. FormWriter [14] is a 3D
turtle geometry system thatwas used to teach computational form
generation to students. In one experiment, students analyzed the
structure of Islamic architectural designs and then wrote code to
generate buildings with similar characteristics.

2.4. ArchiDNA — shape replacement + interaction for conceptual
design

We describe here an interactive graphic system that can
serve in early stages in architectural design. Whereas previous
approaches generate rather concrete design outputs, we are
interested in supporting conceptual drawing. Our approach
was driven from a particular design style characterized in the
2D and 3D conceptual drawings of Peter Eisenman, a well-
known contemporary American architect. Analyzing Eisenman’s
drawings, we defined a unique shape generation process called
match-and-attach,which attaches one or more shapes (an applier-
shape) to another shape (a base-shape).Match-and-attach consists
of affine transforms, (i.e., a combination of translation, rotation,
and scaling) that are controlled by the geometrical properties of
a base-shape. The process is unique in terms of semi-automatic
shape generation that uses the combination of the designers’
manual input and the algorithmic shape operations with defined
stylistic properties.
Our work on ArchiDNA is inspired by pioneering works in

shape grammar theory [31] and the computer implementations
to build intuitive design tools. Unlike a more general shape
grammar system, our shape generation rules are limited to affine
transformations that add new shapes to the edges of shapes
already in the drawing. ArchiDNA complements CAD drawing
tools, by adding a specific shape replacement mechanism that
seems to support stylistic conceptual 2D and 3D drawing creation
and display.
In particular, ArchiDNA explores the use of algorithmic shape

generation incorporated with the designer’s drawing actions
for making 2D and 3D conceptual drawings. In this respect,
the role of a designer in ArchiDNA is different from most
shape generation systems. In ‘‘classical’’ shape grammar systems
designers specify substitution rules and select alternatives that
the system generates; in programming-based systems they write
and execute code and examine the results. Designers in ArchiDNA
need only draw shapes to generate architectural-looking drawings
with predefined shape attributes. Because of this underlying
intuitiveness, ArchiDNA is easy to use and easy to learn for
designers so that it can be an intermediate tool to use advanced
algorithmic systems that require a skill of visual and symbolic
grammar interpretation.

3. Shape generation process

3.1. Drawing style analysis

Our shape generation process was developed through the
analysis of Peter Eisenman’s drawings. Peter Eisenman is a famous
contemporary architect who uses 2D and 3D conceptual drawings
to find the relationship of the formal to the conceptual [8]. Inmany
projects, Eisenman used drawings both to search for a form and
idea, and also to explain how the form and idea can bemanipulated
as a motif [8]. He sets up a series of ideas, rules, or strategies
and draws into those, trying to find some form in those ideas. He
intentionally manipulates and utilizes the effects of drawing to
explore a design problem [8].
Fig. 1 shows a set of drawings from Peter Eisenman’s House of

Cards project [9]. This series of drawings illustrate how he uses
drawings as a generative device to explore formal design idea. He
repeatedly adds lines to the previous drawings and develops a plan
of the house from left to right. He transforms portions of the design
and draws more details.
Eisenman’s drawing style is well represented in the drawings

created for the Biocentrum biology research center project.
Fig. 2(a) shows a final design model of this project. His design
concept was inspired by the process of DNA replication. He
generated the building formbymanipulating shapes that represent
the four elements of DNA structure: Adenine (A), Guanine (G),
Cyanine (C), and Thymine (T) [Fig. 2(b)]. Four distinct shapes are
commonly used to represent these amino acids: an arch (A), a
ribbon (G), a pentagon (C) and a concave (T) [Fig. 2(c)]. Eisenman
used these as the building blocks for his Biocentrum design. We
chose this work because Eisenman’s drawings express geometry
that is describable and measurable. We hypothesized that his
formal idea could be represented as algorithms that manipulate
these shapes.
Eisenman’s 2D and 3D drawings illustrate how the form of

the building came from abstract representations of DNA structure.
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Fig. 1. A sequence of conceptual drawings of Peter Eisenman for the House of Cards project. Source: [9].
Fig. 2. (a) Final Biocentrum design model. Photo Credit: Dick Frank. (b) Diagram of DNA showing amino acids. (c) Four distinct shapes in amino acids. Source: [8].
Fig. 3. (a) 2D conceptual drawings. (b) 3D conceptual physical model for Biocentrum (1996). Photo Credit: Dick Frank. Source: [8].
In the 2D drawing [Fig. 3(a)], the four shapes that represent the
four elements of DNA structure (A–T–C–G) were translated and
transformed to compose the final drawing. The 2D drawings were
extruded into a 3D form [Fig. 3(b)].

3.2. Match-and-attach process

‘‘Match-and-attach’’ is a semi-automatic shape generation
process that combines automatic shape generation with the
manual inputs of a designer. Using match-and-attach, designers
can generate 2D and 3D conceptual drawings that express a certain
drawing style. We analyzed drawings of the Biocentrum building
design by identifying Eisenman’s shape elements and the ways he
composed those elements.
Fig. 4 shows an overview of the match-and-attach process.
It consists of four steps of user interaction techniques and two
operation groups for 2D and 3D shape generation. Each operation
is controlled by the geometrical properties of a base-shape. These
rules algorithmically amplify and complement a designer’s input
drawing.
Inmatch-and-attach, designers first define one ormore applier-

shapes and then select a base-shape. Then the system generates a
2D shape configuration based on user inputs (i.e. selecting base-
shapes) and the 2D shape generation rules. Finally the generated
drawing is converted to a 3D model based on 3D generation rules.
Following this simple process, even a beginning user can quickly
generate drawings within a given style. The following sections
describe the 2D and 3D shape operations, and demonstrate the
generation of Eisenman-like drawings using match-and-attach.
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Fig. 4. Overview of match-and-attach process.
Fig. 5. Four shape operations with applier-shape to base-shape.
Fig. 6. Four shapes (A1–A2–A3–A4) matched and attached sequentially to edges of base-shape B. Shape A1 occurs twice.
3.2.1. Operations for 2D shape generation
We investigated Eisenman’s 2D drawings to understand their

geometrical composition and how theymight have been produced.
Then, we specified four initial shapes: arch, concave, pentagon,
and ribbon that represent the four DNA elements (A–T–C–G)
respectively. We derived a sequence of operations that determine
how one or more shapes attach to another shape. Fig. 5 shows an
example of the four-stage procedure (or sequence of operations)
using a ribbon (as applier-shape) and a pentagon (as a base-shape).
The four stages are (a) translation, (b) rotation, and (c) scaling of the
applier shape tomatch and attach to an edge of the base-shape, and
(d) repeating this procedure for all the edges for the base-shape.
A shape object may either play the role of an applier-shape

(object to be transformed and generated) or a base-shape (a fixed
shape object to which applier-shape objects attach). Each applier-
shape has an anchor-edge that is used to match and attach to the
edges of a base-shape. A base-shape consists of attachable and un-
attachable edges. Once a designer sets the parameters for match-
and-attach, any shape can serve as a base-shape to generate shape
configurations. In Fig. 5, the bottom edge of the ribbon is an anchor
edge and all edges of the pentagon are attachable.
Our drawing analysis showed that Eisenman applies multiple
different shapes to a base-shape with a certain order. We derived
another rule to attach multiple applier-shapes to a single base-
shape in sequence when there is more than one applier-shape.
Fig. 6 illustrates an example that uses the four different applier-
shapes in sequence (A1–A2–A3–A4) matched and attached to the
base-shape B. It starts with shape A1 and attaches other shapes in
sequence, counter-clockwise.

3.2.2. Generation of 2D Eisenman-like drawings
We validated 2D shape generations of the match-and-attach

process bymaking 2Ddrawings in the style of Eisenman’s drawings
for the Biocentrumbuilding.We startedwith eight shapes (2 copies
of each of the four DNA shape elements). We first matched and
attached the shape G (ribbon) to the base-shape C (pentagon). The
process begins by copying and attaching the applier-shape G to
every edge of base-shape C [Fig. 7(a)]. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates this
process again with a base-shape A (arch), which has eight edges
including five short line segments that approximate the curve.
Eight shapes are generated, andmatched and attached to the eight
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Fig. 7. Matching and attaching the applier-shape G (ribbon) to the base-shape C (pentagon) and to the base-shape A (arch) subsequently.
Fig. 8. 2D Eisenman-like drawing generated with four applier-shapes (A–G–C–T). Compare with original 2D drawing in Fig. 3(a).
edges of the base-shape A [Fig. 7(b)]. This example makes clear
that ourmatch-and-attach process scales the applier-shape so that
its edge dimension matches that of the base-shape where it is
attached.
Now we use multiple applier-shapes such as the four shapes

(A–G–C–T) and select a base-shape repeatedly. In this way we
explore interesting configurations. Fig. 8 shows four applier-
shape objects matched and attached to several base-shape objects
to quickly generate drawings similar to Eisenman’s originals
[Fig. 3(a)]. Each applier-shape is moved, rotated, and scaled based
on the edges of the various base-shapes we selected.
Fig. 9 shows a possible process and variations of Eisenman-

like drawings. Similar to Eisenman’s drawing process illustrated in
Fig. 1, using ArchiDNA, the designer could repeatedly add shapes
and develop portions of the drawing in more detail [Fig. 9(a)].
Fig. 9(b) shows two variations of shape configuration when
different initial shape layouts are used.

3.2.3. Operations for 3D shape generation
The operations for 3D shape generation are based on extrusion,

a straightforward way of making a 2D shape into a 3D form.
Extrusion is particularly useful for creating block-like building
masses in architectural design.
We analyzed Eisenman’s final design model image [Fig. 2(a)]

and conceptual physical model image [Fig. 3(b)]. It seems that
the height of each 3D object is proportional to the area of its
base polygon, except for eight base shapes that are located in the
center with the same height. So we extrude 2D shapes to a height
determined by a function of its area, and we enable designers to
manually assign a fixed height to a certain shape in a similar way
that Eisenman did for eight base shapes.
Note that if shapes are created within bigger shapes, the inner
ones will be hidden. It often prohibits a designer from observing
interesting building objects. Therefore, another rule controls the
direction of extrusion by comparing the area against a threshold.
If the area is larger than the threshold, the height of the shape is
assigned a negative value, and the 3D object extrudes downwards
from the groundof the building. Otherwise, the shapewill compose
a building mass projecting upward.
A designer can see both small and big objects at the same

time. During design, a certain downward-extruded-object can be
switched to be an upward-building mass by simply changing its
height value from negative to positive. Fig. 10 shows that the small
pentagon A1 extrudes upwards whereas the larger pentagon A2
extrudes downwards because its area is larger than the threshold
[Fig. 10(b), (c)]. On the other hand, the height of shape B (ribbon)
is fixed with a user-defined value.

3.2.4. Generation of 3D Eisenman-like drawings
Following these rules for 3D shape generation, the system

automatically generates 3D objects by extruding the 2D drawings.
Fig. 11 shows a generated 3D Eisenman-likemodel. The eight base-
shapes (two pairs of A–T–G–C shapes) in the center are extruded
to a user-defined height. The heights of the other shapes are
determined automatically.

4. ArchiDNA software

The operations explained in the previous section are powerful
enough to generate stylistic conceptual drawings. The important
remaining question is how to use them. Based on the match-
and-attach process described in Section 3.2, we designed a
novel interactive system called ArchiDNA. ArchiDNA provides a
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Fig. 9. (a) Interactive shape generation with match-and-attach following Eisenman’s Biocentrum design. Each step from left to right shows similar design details as the
sequence of Eisenman’s conceptual drawings [Fig. 1]. (b) Design variations using different layouts of initial base-shapes.
Fig. 10. 3D building form generation in ArchiDNA. (a) Calculating the area of two applier-shapes (A1&A2) and assigning heights. (b) Comparing areas with a threshold and
deciding up and down. (c) Extrusion of small shape A1 upward and extrusion of large shape A2 downward. (d) Extrusion of shape B with a user-defined height.
Fig. 11. 3D Eisenman-like drawing generated from the 2D drawing in Fig. 8. Compare with the original conceptual 3D physical model image in Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 12. Overview of the drawing procedure for ArchiDNA.

unified conceptual framework to generate 2D and 3D conceptual
drawings. Our goal is to support an easy and powerful process to
generate not only Eisenman-like drawings but also drawings in
other styles.
The current ArchiDNA software is implemented as a web

application using JDK (Java Development Kit) 1.4. The system runs
on a variety of operating systems with a pre-installed JDK library,
and can be embedded in a web browser. We use the Java 2D API
to display shapes with different line styles and shape hatching
patterns that are useful to visually distinguish particular shapes
from others. Using the Java3D API we implemented a 3D viewer
where the designer can navigate and edit the 3D drawings. The
final 2D and 3D drawings can be saved in different file formats
for sharing the design with others and for further development or
analysis in other software.
In the remainder of this section, we will first give a system
overview and drawing environment of ArchiDNA, and then explain
how to use match-and-attach in detail.

4.1. System overview and ArchiDNA drawing environment

The ArchiDNA drawing procedure has three main phases
(Fig. 12): In shape preparation (Section 4.2), the designer creates
shapes and edits them as in other CAD programs. Then, the
designer controls shape attributes and defines applier-shape(s).
In shape configuration (Section 4.3), after defining a set of
applier-shapes with an appropriate order, the designer generates
configurations by either clicking on existing shape objects or
drawing newbase-shape(s). In the final 3D conversion (Section 4.4),
the designer generates different 3D drawings by changing the
options of extrusion.
To support full control of the drawing procedure, the drawing

environment of ArchiDNA enables designers to freely draw various
shapes, adjust and control all operation parameters. Furthermore,
ArchiDNA provides a unified interface so that the designer need
not switch amongmultiple windows. The interface has three main
panels [Fig. 13]: a drawing panel, a configuration panel, and a
control panel. The control panel embeds four different control
palettes alternatively on demand: a drawing control, a shape
attribute control, an applier-shape list control, and a 3D control.
Wewanted to provide an intuitiveway to create shapes and use

them as applier-shape and base-shape in different panels during
the drawing process. We use a drag and drop technique. Using this
technique, the designer can register shapes to the list by dragging a
shape over the list palette located in the control panel. The designer
can also use drag and drop to add initial base-shapes to the shape
configuration panel.

4.2. Shape preparation phase

Here the designer makes shapes that will serve as applier- and
base-shapes. If a designer already has previously prepared a shape,
this phase can be skipped. This phase has two sub-processes:
Create Shapes and Control Shapes.
Fig. 13. Snapshot of ArchiDNA drawing environment.
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Fig. 14. Representation of a ribbon-like shape with points and edges: (a) Five
points with 2D coordinates [x, y]. (b) Five edges with an anchor-edge mark [∗], an
attachable-edge mark [+], a un-attachable-edge mark [−], and operation values
[angle, scale]. (c) The final display on the screen.

Fig. 15. Changing the anchor-edge of applier-shape (ribbon) and the result
of applying it to a base-shape (pentagon); dotted lines illustrate the default
configuration with the anchor-edge at the top of the ribbon.

4.2.1. Shape creation
ArchiDNA is a vector-based system that uses a hierarchical

and flexible object-oriented data structure to represent various 2D
shapes. A shape object consists of one or multiple straight edge
objects, each referencing a start point and an end point.
Fig. 14 shows the representation of a ribbon-like shape in two-

dimensional space. An edge is determined by two distinct points
and stores attributes, including attachability, numerical attributes
(angle and scale), and direction, appearance attributes such as line
width and color. One edge of a shape is marked with a star (*) as
an anchor-edge; the first edge is set as a default anchor-edge. All
edges are marked with a plus (+) for attachable-edge or a minus
(−) for un-attachable-edge. The display of shape attributes can be
turned on/off depending on user preference.
Like other CAD software, ArchiDNA provides drawing primi-

tives such as line, triangle, rectangle, poly-line, segmented curve
line and sketch line. It also supports simple editing (select, move,
rotate, and delete) to modify the created shapes. Designers can
make their own shapes and save them as a shape vocabularywhich
they can reuse for other designs.

4.2.2. Shape attribute control
In this section, we explain how users can control match-and-

attach by changing shape attributes. There are four attributes:
one for applier-shape (anchor edge) and three for base-shape
(attachability, rotation/scaling, and direction).
Anchor edge control: A designer can control an anchor edge that
defines which part of an applier-shape meets a base-shape. For
instance, Fig. 15 shows a change of the anchor-edge from the top
edge (default) to the right edge in the applier-shape. The system
generates a different configuration matching and attaching the
right edge to all edges of a base-shape.
Attachability control: By default the applier-shape can attach to
all edges of a base-shape. The designer can change attachable-
edges to un-attachable edges. Fig. 16 shows how when two edges
Fig. 16. Changing two attachable-edges of a base-shape (pentagon) to un-
attachable edges and its result with an applier-shape (ribbon).

Fig. 17. Fixing three edgeswith angle (90◦) and scale-factor (50%); the result shows
three applier-shape objects not matched to the base-shape object.

Fig. 18. (a) Counter-clockwise base-shape. (b) Clockwise base-shape with four
applier-shapes (A1–A2–A3–A4).

of the base-shape object are labeled un-attachable, those two
edges remain free of any instances of the applier-shape.
Rotation and scaling control: The applier-shape object matches
and attaches to an edge of a base-shape object [Fig. 5]. ArchiDNA
enables a designer to control the rotation and scaling of an applier-
shape. The designer sets the operation values (angle and scale-
factor) to an edge of a base-shape object. Fig. 17 shows a different
result of fixing the base-shape’s three edges with a certain angle
(90◦) and a scale factor (50%). The three applier-shape objects
were translated to each edge of the base-shape object and rotated
and scaled with user-defined values (not matching the base-shape
object).
Direction control: The order of a base-shape’s edges is that in
which its points were originally created. The order determines
the direction in which applier-shapes attach. ArchiDNA enables a
designer to change the direction of a base-shape.
Fig. 18 shows examples of changing the direction of a

base-shape between counter-clockwise (default) and different
configuration outputs. In Fig. 18(a) four applier-shape objects
(A1–A2–A3–A4) attach to the default base-shape object in
sequence counter-clockwise [also see Fig. 6]. If the designer
changes the direction to clockwise, the four applier-shape objects
attach clockwise in sequence, generating a different shape
configuration [Fig. 18(b)].
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Fig. 19. Generated shape configuration using drawing interaction with a ribbon-like shape as an applier-shape. (a) Triangle, rectangle, poly-line, and single line. (b) Sketch-
line using distance triggering at two different distance thresholds: 40 for the top and 10 for the bottom. (c) Sketch-line using time triggering with different speed. Note that
the drawing speed was highest at the middle of the line drawing.
4.3. Shape configuration phase

Once shapes are prepared in the drawing panel using a ded-
icated drawing tool, the designer can generate shape configura-
tions. The designer chooses between two interaction schemes to
apply applier-shapes to base-shapes and generate shape configu-
rations: selection for selecting existing shapes as a base-shape, and
drawing for drawing new base-shapes.

4.3.1. Selection
As described in Section 3.2.2, a designer generates a shape

configuration by selecting a base-shape. First, a designer must
prepare (e.g. draw or select) applier-shape(s), and create an
applier-shape list that contains the shape objects and the sequence
to be attached. When the designer selects a base-shape, the
instances of applier-shapes are instantiated with their attributes,
and positioned at all attachable edges of the selected base-shape.
ArchiDNA also enables the designer to select individual edges
of a base-shape instead of using all edges. Please note that this
technique can be an alternative to the attachability control.

4.3.2. Drawing
This interaction scheme integrates the match-and-attach

process into the user’s drawing actions. ArchiDNA automatically
augments the shapes designers draw with the shape operations. A
designer must first select a drawing tool. Then the designer draws
various shapes as a base-shape. ArchiDNA immediately applies the
previously determined applier-shapes to the edges of the base-
shape, in the usual match-and-attach fashion. Fig. 19(a) shows
examples generated when triangle, rectangle, poly-line, line, and
sketch-line are drawnwith a ribbon-like shape as an applier-shape.
When the sketch-line is drawn, the system continuously

triggers application events while a designer moves the cursor over
the configuration panel either using a mouse or a digital pen.
We explore the use of drawing speed to control the match-and-
attach process. Drawing speed is an important characteristic that
controls the appearance of the line drawing along with pressure
and tilt/rotation angles.
We implemented two different algorithms for event triggering:

a distance triggering and a time triggering. In distance triggering, the
system only creates a linewhen the distance between the previous
point and the current point exceeds a user-defined threshold. The
result consists of approximately the same length lines depending
on a distance threshold value as shown in Fig. 19(b). Time
triggering generates points at the current cursor position at regular
intervals of time. Fig. 19(c) shows the result shape which has
Fig. 20. 3D conversion with three types of objects: (a) floor, (b) roof, and (c) wall.

lines with different lengths controlled by the speed of drawing.
In this mode, when the cursor stays at the same position, many
points can be generated. To prevent this we check the distance of
the current point position from the previous point and allow the
generation of a point only when the distance exceeds a certain
threshold.

4.4. 3D conversion

In the last phase of the drawing procedure, ArchiDNA enables
a designer to create different 3D drawings that can be useful for
building mass design. As described in Section 3.2.3, 2D shapes
are extruded by the assigned building height by computing the
area. In principle, a 3D mass model is generated by grouping three
types of objects namely a floor, a roof, and a wall based on the
architectural design scenario. The floor object [Fig. 20(a)] is the
same as the original 2D shape and the roof object [Fig. 20(b)] is
generated simply by adding a Z-coordinate to the 2D coordinates
of the 2D shape. Rectangular wall objects [Fig. 20(c)] are generated
reconstructing the edges of the ground and the roof object as a
bottom and a top respectively. When converting a 2D open shape
to 3D, only wall objects are generated without a ground and roof
object.

4.4.1. Set a height and a direction threshold
In Section 3.2.3, we explained that the building height is

determined either automatically or manually. In automatic mode,
ArchiDNA assigns the height based on the area value for a closed-
shape or the boundary length for an open-shape. In manual
mode, a designer can fix a height of a shape. 3D conversion
in ArchiDNA operates on a threshold to determine whether the
shape is extruded upward or downward. A designer can specify a
threshold value by selecting a standard shape ofwhich area (closed
shape) or length (open-shape) to be used as a threshold.
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Fig. 21. (a) 3D model in the block mode. (b) 2D enclosure and its final 3D enclosure model in the wall mode.
Fig. 22. (a) Peter Eisenman’s conceptual drawing for Groningen Video Pavilion Project (Eisenman, 1990). Source: [8], (b) Shape vocabulary (rectangle and zigzag) for the
generation of Eisenman-like drawings. (c) Interactive shape generation in ArchiDNA by matching and attaching a rectangle to a zigzag, and vice versa. (d) One possible
interesting example of 3D conversion for architectural design. Note that the building heights differ slightly because they have different areas.
4.4.2. Set 3D mode: Block mode and wall mode
ArchiDNA supports two different 3D modeling schemes: block

mode [Fig. 21(a)] for exterior design and wall mode for interior
design [Fig. 21(b)]. In block mode, ArchiDNA generates a 3D
mass model as in Section 3.2.3. In wall-mode, ArchiDNA creates
3D enclosure models with a preset wall thickness. The basic
generation principle is to generate a 2D enclosure [Fig. 21(c)] from
the 2D source shape using the user-defined enclosure thickness
first, and extrude to generate a 3D enclosure model. The 3D
enclosure model is also useful when creating an architectural-
looking 3D model that contains wall objects with 2D open shapes.

5. Broader application

We designed the match-and-attach process (and the ArchiDNA
software) by analyzing Eisenman’s Biocentrum drawings, and
we have shown, naturally, that a designer can use ArchiDNA to
produce Biocentrum-like drawings. We now ask: Does this match-
and-attach process have broader use? To answer this question,
we used ArchiDNA to generate several other classes of design
drawings. The first example is based on another building by
Eisenman; the second, a building by architect Louis Kahn; the third,
a design of our own; and the last is for a drawing by M.C. Escher.
Although these demonstrations are anecdotal, they show that the
ArchiDNA system can be used for the analysis and generation of
conceptual drawings in architectural design, beyond the specific
case of Eisenman’s Biocentrum building.
As the first example, we applied ArchiDNA to generate other

Eisenman designs. Fig. 22 illustrates the original conceptual
drawings of Eisenman for the Groningen Video Pavilion project.
Based on analysis of the drawings, we used two shapes (a rectangle
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Fig. 23. Louis Kahn’s original drawings: (a) Final plan drawing of Adler House (1955). Source: Drawing no. 415.9. Copyright 1977, The Louis I. Kahn Collection. (b) Original
conceptual drawings for the Adler House (1955). Source: Drawing no. 415.1, copyright 1977, Kahn Collection. (c) Plan for Bath House, Trenton Jewish Community Center,
Trenton, NU, 1954-59, Louis I Kahn, Source: [3]. (d) Shape generation in ArchiDNA for the Adler house using a rectangle as a base-shape and applier-shape. Note that the
first result is similar to the plan for the Bath house.
and a zigzag) and followed a set of procedures to generate a 2D
drawing in a similar style as depicted in Fig. 22(b). Fig. 22(d)
shows one of the interesting architectural forms by converting the
resulting 2D drawing in ArchiDNA.
We also demonstrated how our approach can be used to

generate drawings in the style of another architect, Louis Kahn.
Kahn’s work is often considered an example of a bottom-
up approach. He places the first component, and then adds
others successively by selecting components from a limited
vocabulary [3]. A series of his conceptual drawings for the
Adler house [Fig. 23(a, b)] shows how multiple rectangles
are manipulated during the study of the spatial relationships.
Similar to the Adler house design, the Trenton bath house
[Fig. 23(c)] shows an assembly of four rectangles about a central
rectangle. Fig. 23(d) shows a series of configurations generated in
ArchiDNA with repeated match-and-attach processes and a few
manipulations. The first application generated a drawing similar
to the Trenton bath house plan.
Next we show how designers can use ArchiDNAwith their own

design concept. The process starts with a simple freehand sketch.
Fig. 24(a) shows the two sketches for abstracting a sunflower
and codifying the generation of a sunflower in ArchiDNA. Using
three shapes (triangle, hexagon, and ribbon) [Fig. 24(b)], we
could generate 2D drawings including two intermediate drawings
the same as the initial sketches [Fig. 24(c)], and interesting
architectural looking 3D drawings [Fig. 24(d)].
Fig. 25 depicts examples inspired by a drawing of M.C.

Escher [Fig. 25(a)]. We explored the use of drawing interactions
described in Section 4.3.2. To generate drawings similar to Escher’s
[Fig. 25(c)], we drew four single lines in two opposite directions
after selecting the applier-shape (human). Fig. 25(d) and (e)
present two variations that use a rectangle and a sketch line as a
base-shape respectively. In Fig. 25(e), the anchor-edge of human
was changed from a back head to a foot, and the sizes of the
matched and attached human were controlled by varying sketch
speed.
6. Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we presented an interactive graphical system,
ArchiDNA to support architectural designers in creating 2D and
3D conceptual drawings. The key ingredients of our editor are
simple but powerful shape replacement rules with dynamic
user interaction schemes. Although match-and-attach is limited
to affine transformations, the interactive technique is useful in
exploring a formal design idea with defined styles during the
conceptual design process.
We demonstrated the creation of various 2D and 3D conceptual

drawings that have different styles as well as a similar style to
a particular drawing. Various interesting designs can be created
quickly in a limited time that might be difficult for designers using
existing CAD software. ArchiDNA serves as a creative design tool
that encourages the use of visual thinking and drawing techniques.
We believe our work is a powerful adoption of shape replacement
rules for CAD software and computational drawing pipelines.
We conclude this paper with a discussion about potentials and

open problems that are of interest for future research as follows:
Intuitiveness and usability: The learning curve to use ArchiDNA
is similar to that of a simple CAD application.Wemake a conscious
effort to simplify the drawing process, as demonstrated above.
Therefore even inexperienced designers will be able to quickly
generate satisfactory results by using default shape operations.
We expect that drawing augmented by match-and-attach will be
most naturally understood by people who understand basic CAD
functionalities, but in any case most designers are familiar with
digital drawing and will be able to use the system.
These days, design schools teach basic operations of CAD

software as well as conventional drawing skills. As ArchiDNA
combines both drawing techniques, one may use it as a generative
design tool for inspiration in education and practice. ArchiDNA can
function as a learning tool for demonstrating the range and power
of computational shape generation and for illustrating the style
and process of design.
Furthermore, match-and-attach can be incorporated in a

commercial CAD system, for example, implemented in the CAD
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Fig. 24. (a) Conceptual freehand sketch: the first sketch drawing for generating a sunflower shape, and the second sketch drawing for elaborating the first sunflower shape.
(b) Prepared shape vocabulary. (c) A series of shape configurations: the first configuration applying the ribbon to the hexagon; the second configuration applying the triangle
to the ribbons; and final configuration applying the triangle to existing shapes. (d) 3D conversion of the 2D drawings. The central part is modeled as a main building mass in
the block mode and the surrounding part in the wall-mode.
system’s scripting language. This would make the CAD system
a more interactive design tool wherein a designer generates
conceptual drawings and investigates a formal design idea with
defined styles and then further develops the created drawings
using advanced functionalities of existing CAD software.
Shape grammar rules: Shape grammar has been demonstrated
to study complex historical architecture [34] and codify a well-
defined generation problem with a long sequence of rules [22].
ArchiDNA can be extended to a shape grammar system within

our semi-automatic shape generation framework. ArchiDNA’s
match-and-attach process is a subset of the classical replacement
rules of shape grammar. When the program sees a single edge of
a base-shape, it can replace it with an applier-shape. Labeling in
shape grammar systems can be used to indicate a matching line of
the applier-shape. If there ismore than one applier-shape, replace-
ment rules can be defined for each corresponding applier-shape.
It is promising to extend the match-and-attach process with

shape grammar rules for more sophisticated shape generation
methods. However, the use of large number of shape rules in
the match-and-attach process should be carefully motivated and
planned such that designers interactively experiment and play
conceptual drawing creation. In this work, we take a simple and
modest approach to encourage designers to use intuitive drawings
skills with the generative power of a computer.
Semantics and evaluation: In this paper, we have been concerned
only with the generated structure. The promise of being able
to provide more meaningful shape generation requires a way of
evaluating how well a particular result meets specified design
criteria.
For this purpose, we built ArchiDNA to be flexible for efficient

incorporation of architectural knowledge such as space, wall and
column. Thus the system can be efficiently extended to provide
semantic representations for architectural plans and models. This
extension would allow us to build a structurally well-defined
floor plan that has information about spaces within the floor plan
and their relational information [6], and also to evaluate various
building performance using individual evaluation modules.
Our ultimate goal for this futurework is tomanage a conceptual

drawing, a floor plan, and a 3Dmodel in a single editing framework.
For instance, when a change is initiated in a conceptual drawing,
another corresponding operation is transparently activated to
adjust the floor plan and the 3D model.
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Fig. 25. (a) M.C. Escher’s original drawing for Human. (b) Prepared shape vocabulary (human). (c) Generation of Escher-like drawing using drawing interaction with a
single line. Two different line drawings (from down to up and from up to down) change the direction of the human similar to the original drawing. (d) The first variation
uses a rectangle for drawing interaction. (e) The second variation uses a sketch-line with a time-triggering mode. The drawing speed is changed from slow to fast and the
anchor-edge is changed from the back-head edge to the left-foot edge.
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